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AMERICA’S RACE-BASED CASTE STRUCTURE: ITS IMPACT IN COLLEGE AND PROFESSIONAL SPORTS

by: Timothy Davis*

ABSTRACT

Racial inequities in college and professional sports remain prevalent and persistent despite the awareness of such inequities by those with the power to effectuate change. This Article proposes that explanations frequently offered for the slow pace of progress often fail to account for the hierarchy derived from a race-based caste system embedded in American society. Relying on the work of author Isabel Wilkerson, Part II describes major pillars of America’s race-based caste structure. Part III examines how stereotypes of Blacks’ presumed intellectual inferiority and a lack of fitness for leadership roles adversely impact their access to positions of power in both college and professional sports. Part IV discusses how the caste-system hierarchy and its accompanying mindset manifests in the academic marginalization of Black college athletes and the transfer of revenue disproportionately generated by them to predominantly White coaches, athletic administrators, and athletes in non-revenue generating sports. This Article discusses the limited effectiveness of legal doctrine, including anti-discrimination laws and contract law principles, to significantly diminish the above-referenced racial inequities in college and professional sport. In addition, it proposes specific policies that may assist in achieving greater racial equity in sport. It concludes, however, that a necessary step in moving toward greater racial equity in college and professional sports is an honest recognition that systemic racial inequities are, in part, a product of a caste-system mindset.
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I. **Introduction**

The year following the death of George Floyd was accompanied by demands for American institutions and citizens to eradicate racial injustice and inequities in the United States. In sports, such demands resulted in varied reactions, including NASCAR banning Confederate flags from its events and properties, the National Basketball Association’s (“NBA”) Milwaukee Bucks’s refusal to play a game in protest of a police shooting, and the National Football League’s (“NFL”) Washington Redskins dropping its 88-year-old name and logo depict-
Initiatives undertaken by the major sports leagues include the 30 NBA teams' cumulative pledge of $300 million and the NFL's pledge of $250 million to initiatives seeking to achieve greater social and racial justice in America. Although the above-referenced changes and initiatives are welcome, they fail to adequately address persistent and structural racial inequities in college and professional sports. At both levels, race-related impediments contribute to limiting opportunities for Blacks to ascend, consistently over time, to coaching and other positions of power. In college sports, Black Football Bowl Subdivision (“FBS”) players and Division I men’s basketball players disproportionately


4. Associated Press, *NFL to Spend $250 Million on Social Justice Initiatives*, USA TODAY, https://www.usatoday.com/story/sports/nfl/2020/06/11/nfl-to-spend-250-million-on-social-justice-initiatives/111950734/ (Jun. 11, 2020, 7:52 PM) [https://perma.cc/TE9D-U973]. In announcing the initiative, the NFL stated that it plans to “work collaboratively with NFL players to support programs to address criminal justice reform, police reforms, and economic and educational advancement.” *Id.*
generate the revenue that funds the National Collegiate Athletic Association ("NCAA") and college athletics programs. This transfer of wealth from Black college athletes in revenue sports to primarily White NCAA administrators, university athletic directors, coaches, and the White athletes who predominate non-revenue producing sports is exacerbated by the academic marginalization of Black athletes. Practices such as clustering athletes in academic majors of dubious value deprive Black college athletes of full access to an educational opportunity and thereby undermine the essence of the bargain between colleges and their athletes—playing intercollegiate sports in exchange for genuine opportunities to acquire a quality education. In addition, in both college and professional sports, Black athletes are subjected to race-based indignities that diminish their humanity.

Although college presidents, athletic directors, coaches, and team owners are in the position to effectuate change, they choose not to do so notwithstanding varying levels of awareness of the inequities and indignities experienced by Blacks in American sport. Awareness coupled with an absence of meaningful and consistent actions to address race-based inequities raises the question of why. Isabel Wilkerson’s caste-system framework explained in her book *Caste: The Origins of Our Discontent* offers insight into why racial inequities in sport remain prevalent and persistent.

In Part II, this Article describes the major pillars of America’s race-based caste structure. This socially constructed system, which uses

---


6. Id. at 3.

7. Id. at 9.


10. Id. at iii (stating that Whites, who control intercollegiate athletics, turn a blind eye to racial inequities); *Goodell: NFL Focused on Improving Diversity at All Levels*, SPORTS BUS. J. (Feb. 5, 2021), https://www.sportsbusinessjournal.com/Daily/Issues/2021/02/05/Leagues-and-Governing-Bodies/NFL-Minorities.aspx [https://perma.cc/GBSF-BY8C] (acknowledging the awareness of the persistent racial inequities of the NFL).

race as its metric, creates a hierarchy in which Whites reside at the top as the dominant class and Blacks reside at the bottom as the subordinate class.12 America’s race-based caste system embeds within the consciousness of members of each caste stereotypic beliefs and presumed societal roles.13

Part III discusses how the caste-system mindset contributes to barriers that artificially limit the ability of Blacks to attain positions of leadership within college and professional sports.14 After discussing the limits of anti-discrimination laws to achieve greater racial diversity in sports leadership, this Article offers specific recommendations for achieving greater diversity.15 Part IV discusses the manifestation of caste-system mindset and its adverse impact on Black college athletes, including the transfer of wealth that they disproportionately generate in the primary revenue producing sports. Part IV addresses policies and practices that diminish the ability of Black athletes in these sports to obtain a meaningful education.16 It then examines legal and non-legal strategies to protect the economic and academic interests of Black athletes.17 Part V discusses the dehumanizing indignities that Whites inflict upon Black athletes that are a consequence of the caste system.18 Once again, specific recommendations are made to address these behaviors.19 In Part VI, this Article concludes that in addition to the adoption of specific policies and practices, a necessary step in moving toward greater racial equity in college and professional sports is honest recognition that systemic racial inequities are, in part, a product of a caste-system mindset.20

At the outset, it is important to be mindful of what caste is and is not. Caste is structure.21 It is not about feelings. Therefore, actions engaged in by White individuals are a product of an embedded caste-system mindset, which by itself does not make someone a racist who harbors and acts with racial animus toward Blacks. Rather, such conduct reflects the insidiousness of the caste system, its accompanying mindset, and profound influence on behavior. As Wilkerson states, the power of caste and its hierarchy is that it is not to be confused with feelings or emotions or morality.22 “It is about respect, authority, and

12. See discussion infra Part II; see also CASTE, supra note 11, at 52.
13. See CASTE, supra note 11, at 18, 52.
14. See discussion infra Part III.
15. See discussion infra Part III.
16. See discussion infra Part IV.
17. See discussion infra Part IV.
18. See discussion infra Part V.
19. See discussion infra Part V.
20. See discussion infra Part IV.
21. See CASTE, supra note 11, at 70 (“Caste is ranking. Caste is the boundaries that reinforce the fixed assignments based upon what people look like.”).
22. Id. at 17 (stating further that caste is “about power--which groups have it and which do not”).
assumptions of competence—who is accorded these and who is not.” 23
Therefore, practices engaged in by White people acting without con-
scious racial animus but which adversely impact the lives and well-
being of Black Americans demonstrate that none of us “escapes [the]
tentacles” of America’s caste system. 24

II. AMERICA’S RACE-BASED CASTE SYSTEM

In her book Caste, author Isabel Wilkerson discusses what she de-
scribes as America’s race-based caste system that reflects a state of
mind, which originated during slavery and has become embedded
within American society. 25 According to Wilkerson, caste is a social
construct and race 26 is a metric used to divide people into a bipolar
hierarchy 27 consisting of a dominant caste, occupied by Whites at the
top of the hierarchy, and a subservient caste, occupied by Blacks at
the bottom. 28 Latinx, Asian, Indigenous, and other peoples navigate
between the dominant and subservient groups. 29

Although Wilkerson states that both race and caste are socially con-
structed, she differentiates them. She explains that caste is a structure
that establishes the boundaries and “reinforce[s] the fixed assignments
based upon what people look like.” 30 Elaborating on the critical role
that race plays in the caste system hierarchy, Wilkerson states:

“Race is a social concept, not a scientific one,” . . . “We think we
‘see’ race when we encounter certain physical differences among
people such as skin color, eye shape, and hair texture . . . . What we
actually ‘see’ . . . are the learned social meanings, the stereotypes,
that have been linked to those physical features by the ideology of
race and the historical legacy it has left us.” 31

Wilkerson states that caste “embeds into our bones an unconscious
ranking of human characteristics and sets forth the rules, expectations,
and stereotypes” that govern how people interact daily with members
within and outside of their respective caste. 32 As such, Wilkerson ex-
plains that the caste system trains us to view each other “in the lan-
guage of race” 33 and to process information including the stereotypic

23. Id. at 18.
24. Id. at 384.
25. Id. at 18, 64.
26. Wilkerson states the use of physical characteristics as the basis for assigning
inner abilities and group value may be the most clever way ever devised to manage
and maintain a caste system. Id. at 20.
27. Id. at 19 (stating that while caste is immutable, race is more fluid and subject
to redefinition when it suits the needs of the dominant caste).
28. Id. at 52.
29. Id.
30. Id. at 69–70.
31. Id. at 66–67.
32. Id. at 18.
33. Id.
and automatic assumptions about each other based on the caste to which we belong.\textsuperscript{34} Thus, central to Wilkerson’s caste conceptualization is the notion that Americans have inherited the “rules of engagement” of the country’s caste system.\textsuperscript{35}

A principal pillar of America’s caste system is the division of labor according to preassigned roles established for individuals notwithstanding their innate and learned capabilities.\textsuperscript{36} These roles are derived from presumptions including the dominate caste’s assumed intellectual superiority, leadership capabilities, and other characteristics that legitimate their entitlement to positions of power and leadership.\textsuperscript{37} In addition, dominant caste members are presumed worthy of receiving empathy and the benefit of the doubt.\textsuperscript{38} In contrast, the caste system assigns to members of the subordinate caste negative stereotypic assumptions regardless of their intrinsic abilities, including intellectual inferiority that situates them for menial positions of servitude to the dominant caste and falsely makes them unfit for leadership and positions of power.\textsuperscript{39}

While those of the subordinate caste are presumed born for physical activity, including sports, they are considered innately unfit for leadership positions.\textsuperscript{40} As such, the dominant caste is expected to be in control while those of the subordinate caste are expected to take orders from the presumptively superior dominant caste members.\textsuperscript{41} Wilkerson states, “Caste is more than rank, it is a state of mind that holds everyone captive, the dominant imprisoned in an illusion of their own entitlement, the subordinate trapped in the purgatory of someone else’s definition of who they are and who they should be.”\textsuperscript{42} Wilkerson adds that presumptions that dominant caste members are inherently smarter, more capable, and deserving are burrowed within our subconscious, and unless we act intentionally to counteract its effect, we continue to act according to the script.\textsuperscript{43}

It is often said that sport is a microcosm of larger society\textsuperscript{44} that shapes as well as reinforces the values within a society.\textsuperscript{45} Accepting

\textsuperscript{34.} Id.
\textsuperscript{35.} Id. at 52.
\textsuperscript{36.} Id. at 19; see also id. at 132–33.
\textsuperscript{37.} See id. at 18–19, 62–63.
\textsuperscript{38.} Id. at 287.
\textsuperscript{39.} See id. at 18–19, 63–64.
\textsuperscript{40.} See id. at 64.
\textsuperscript{41.} See id. at 273.
\textsuperscript{42.} Id. at 290.
\textsuperscript{43.} See id. at 384.
\textsuperscript{45.} MITTEN ET AL., supra note 44, at 5.
this idea as true, it follows that notwithstanding the ideal of sport as a meritocracy in which one is evaluated on the basis of their abilities,\textsuperscript{46} sports like other American institutions have not escaped the invisible clutches of America’s caste system. As discussed \textit{infra},\textsuperscript{47} the invisible yet harmful assumptions of America’s caste system disadvantages Blacks in sports in specific ways. Pillars of the race-based caste system that manifest in sport include (1) the presumed intellectual inferiority of Black athletes and the undue emphasis placed on their physicality, which results in their academic marginalization in college;\textsuperscript{48} (2) the assumed unsuitability of Blacks for leadership roles such as coaches and general managers for sports teams and leagues and the reservation of leadership roles primarily for Whites;\textsuperscript{49} (3) the caste-system notion that Blacks as members of the subordinate caste are to serve the interests of those of the dominant caste;\textsuperscript{50} and (4) the idea that Blacks athletes are not as deserving of the respect and human kindness afforded White athletes.\textsuperscript{51}

I share Wilkerson’s caution that caste and race are not the determinants of every action or policy that adversely impacts African Americans in sport.\textsuperscript{52} I also agree with Wilkerson’s observation, however, that no aspect of American society, including sport, can be fully understood without considering caste and its embedded hierarchy.\textsuperscript{53} Thus, caste becomes a factor “to whatever infinitesimal degree” in how we interact with each other and the policies that affect Blacks, Whites, and others in both society at large and sports.\textsuperscript{54} Accordingly, not considering the role of caste in examining the inequitable treatment of Blacks in sport will inhibit an understanding of the prevalence and persistence of such inequities.

\textsuperscript{46} \textit{Id}. at 7.
\textsuperscript{47} See discussion \textit{infra} Part IV.
\textsuperscript{48} See Drake Group \textit{infra} Position Statement, \textit{supra} note 9, at 41.
\textsuperscript{49} Wilkerson states that another central theme of caste is the reservation of leadership roles for members of the dominant caste. In America’s socially constructed caste system, expectation and assumptions assign Blacks to role as servants of Whites. \textit{Caste, supra} note 11, at 134–35, 206.
\textsuperscript{50} See \textit{id}. at 70.
\textsuperscript{51} See \textit{id}. According to Wilkerson, “caste is the granting or withholding of respect, status, honor, attention, privileges, resources, benefit of the doubt, and human kindness to someone on the basis of their perceived rank or standing in the hierarchy.” \textit{Id}.
\textsuperscript{52} \textit{Id}. at 72.
\textsuperscript{53} \textit{Id}. at 324; see also \textit{Mitten et al.}, \textit{supra} note 44, at 699 (indicating race and sport are intertwined and sport cannot be meaningfully examined without considering race); \textit{Hawkins, supra} note 44, at 18 (stating as it relates to race, the experiences of Black college athletes mirror those of Blacks in American society generally).
\textsuperscript{54} \textit{Caste, supra} note 11, at 72.
III. LIMITED ACCESS TO LEADERSHIP POSITIONS IN SPORTS

A. Leadership Inequity in Sports

This Section proposes that America’s race-based caste system contributes to impediments that limit Blacks’ ability to ascend to leadership positions in both professional and college sports. It initially examines the racial demographics of persons holding leadership positions in two professional sports, the NFL and the NBA, in which Blacks constitute the majority of the players.\(^5\) It then examines racial diversity in the leadership ranks of college sports, particularly FBS football and Division I men’s basketball. As it relates to the NFL and NBA, there are occasional instances in which Blacks make inroads in acquiring leadership positions, such as the Washington Football Team hiring the first Black man to become president of an NFL franchise\(^5\) and the hiring of Black men to fill seven of the eight open head coach positions in the NBA at the end of the 2020–2021 season.\(^5\) Notwithstanding these glimpses of progress, the overall lack of sustained progress of Blacks hired to fill leadership positions in the NFL and NBA represent profound manifestations of the influence of the caste-system mindset in sport.

1. The National Football League

The end of the 2020–2021 NFL head-coach hiring cycle illustrates the difficulty Blacks encounter in becoming head football coaches in


the league. Of the seven head coach openings, one was filled by a Black man. Although Black athletes account for over 70% of NFL players, the most recent hire means only three of the NFL’s 32 teams have a Black head coach. In the face of yet another dismal hiring season and the overall lack of racial diversity in the NFL, the league’s commissioner, Roger Goodell, expressed his disappointment. “Lack of diversity isn’t just a head-coaching issue but an issue throughout positions on all clubs.”

Voluntary efforts to increase racial diversity in NFL leadership have not achieved their intended results. In 2003, the NFL adopted the Rooney Rule, which requires NFL franchises to interview at least one candidate of color for head coaching positions. In 2009, the Rooney Rule was expanded to encompass senior football operations positions (i.e., “general manager jobs and equivalent front office positions”). The Rule was further updated in 2020 to require franchises to interview at least two non-White candidates for head coach positions and also interview at least one non-White candidates for offensive and defensive coordinator positions. The Rule does not, however, require franchises to hire any of the coaches of color who are interviewed. Although the Rooney Rule is well intentioned, it has not resulted in appreciable sustained progress as team management circumvents the rule by engaging in token interviews of Black candidates that fre-

59. Brassil & Lutz, supra note 56.
60. Improving Diversity at All Levels, supra note 10.
61. Id.
64. Brassil & Lutz, supra note 56.
65. Id.
66. Cedric Golden, Golden: Why Black NFL Head Coaches Are Becoming an Endangered Species, STATESMAN (Jan. 11, 2020, 2:30 PM), https://www.statesman.com/sports/20200111/golden-why-black-nfl-head-coaches-are-becoming-endangered-species [https://perma.cc/LS5N-CWUA] (stating that the Rooney Rule has become a token process); see also Drake Group Position Statement, supra note 10, at 11 (“Tokenism is the result of a system that allows low numbers of minority applicants coupled with failure to recruit highly qualified minority applicants within the marketplace.”).
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quent occur after the decision already has been made to hire a White candidate.67

A recent report examining the hiring of NFL coaches found no evidence of a “[c]onsistent increase in the number of [NFL] head coaches of [c]olor” between the seasons the Rooney Rule was adopted—namely, 2002–2003 and 2019–2020.68 The report noted three seasons during this 18-year period in which no coaches of color were hired.69 This included the year 2013 when there were eight head-coach vacancies.70 According to the report, NFL teams also have a poor record of hiring Blacks and other persons of color to be offensive coordinators, the “most prolific pathway” to becoming an NFL head coach.71 During the 2002–2003 and 2019–2020 timeframe, Whites comprised 84.7% of outgoing offensive coordinators and 86.8% of incoming (newly hired) offensive coordinators.72 Year after year, team CEO/presidents and general managers have been predominantly White men,73 prompting the lead author of the report to state: “There should be serious concern in the consistent lack of representation of people of color within general manager and team CEO/president roles on NFL teams as representation at positions of influence is vital for improving racial and gender hiring practices within the League.”74

A New York Times analysis of data of the racial demographics in the five major sport leagues in the United States concluded that “[d]espite a handful of initiatives meant to increase diversity in the leadership of sports organization, coaching and management roles have mostly gone to [W]hite candidates in the past 30 years.”75 This analysis also noted the gap between diversity hires and the leagues’ rhetoric that espouses the goal of increasing diversity in leadership.76 It also noted the minimal progress in diversifying the leadership positions on NFL and NBA teams over a 30-year period.77

68. Gallagher et al., supra note 62, at 2.
69. Id. at 5.
70. Id.
71. Id. at 13.
72. Id. at 15.
74. Id. at 3.
75. Brassil & Lutz, supra note 56.
76. Id.
77. Id.
2. The National Basketball Association

As noted *supra*, considerable progress was made in diversifying NBA head coaches during 2020-2021. Perhaps this significant increase in Black coaching hires will launch a sustained period of diversifying the NBA’s leadership. Historically, this has not been true, in a league in which Black athletes currently comprise approximately 73% of NBA players. While the percentage of Black coaches and general managers is more impressive than their NFL counterparts, a historical review reveals past years marked by substantial increases in the number of Black NBA coaches and general managers only to be followed by years of stagnation. During the 2003–2004 season, Blacks constituted 36.7% of NBA head coaches. For the 2011–2012 season, the percentage increased to 46.7% only to fall to between 20% and 26.7% for the six seasons between 2015–2016 and 2020–2021. This lack of sustained progress also occurred with respect to Black CEO/Presidents. Blacks held 12.1% of these NBA positions during 2006–2007. In the 13 seasons between 2007–2008 and 2020–2021, Black CEO/presidents ranged between 5.3% and 23.2%. During the 2010–2011 season, Blacks accounted for 23.3% NBA general managers. For the ten seasons between 2010–2011 and 2020–2021, the percentage of Black NBA general managers ranged between 6.7 and 26.75. Consequently, the 2021 substantial increase in the number of Black NBA head coaches must be met with guarded optimism.

The NBA does not have a Rooney-type rule that specifies guidelines. Rather, the NBA’s primary initiative to increase the racial diversity of head coaches is the Coaches Equality Initiative (the “Initiative”), which is a partnership of the NBA and NBA Coaches Association. The Initiative seeks to “identify and develop top coaching talent with the goal of growing the number of highly skilled coaches in the NBA and ensuring a level playing field for the development and advancement of all qualified coaching candidates.” The Initiative’s programing includes coaching workshops aimed at developing coaching and executive competencies and networking.

78. *See supra* discussion accompanying note 50.
80. *Id.* at 60.
81. *Id.*
82. *Id.*
83. *Id.* at 62.
84. *Id.*
85. *Id.* at 63.
86. *Id.*
87. *Id.* at 44.
89. *Id.*
3. Division I Intercollegiate Athletics

Unfortunately, efforts to diversify the leadership of Division I intercollegiate athletics more closely align with the NFL rather than the NBA. The most recent comprehensive examination of the racial demographics of college sports leadership makes a compelling case of the extent to which Whites predominate in power positions (e.g., head coach and athletic director) and the ineffectiveness of efforts to increase diversity. In 2020, White people comprised 78% of Division I athletic directors. The overall Division I percentage mirrored those within the five most elite athletic conferences, the Power Five conferences—the Atlantic Coast Conference (“ACC”), Big 10 Conference, Big 12, PAC-12 and Southeastern Conference (“SEC”). Whites comprised 79% of athletic directors within Power Five institutions. Within this group of conferences, the percentage of White athletic directors ranged from an average of 60% for PAC 12 institutions to 93% for ACC institutions.

The foregoing statistics are mirrored in other power positions including those in the pipeline to become athletic directors. In 2020, Whites comprised 84% of Division I associate athletic directors. Within FBS Division I autonomy institutions, Whites held 84% of associate athletic director positions. Whites also predominate in other positions of power including chancellors and presidents, head athletic trainers, and faculty athletic representatives.


92. Id.

93. Id.

94. Id.

95. Id.

96. When examined by conference, the percentage of White associate athletic directors ranged from 80% for Pac-12 universities to 89% for SEC schools. Id.

97. Within Division I athletic institutions, White comprised 79% of chancellors and presidents and Blacks held 11% of those positions. Id. Within FBS schools, the percentages were 85% and 3% for Whites and Blacks, respectively. NCAA Racial Diversity Research, supra note 91.

98. Whites comprised 90% and 92% of head athletic trainers within FBS autonomy and FBS non-autonomy conferences, respectively. Id.

99. Whites comprised 82%, 76%, and 88% of faculty athletic representatives within Division I overall, FBS autonomy, and FBS non-autonomy institutions, respectively. Id.
Whites also overwhelmingly predominate in the highly visible head coach positions in the intercollegiate athletics’ primary revenue-producing sports, Division I FBS football and Division I men’s basketball. For the 2019–20 season, Whites comprised 82%, 79%, and 91% of head men’s football coaches within Division I overall, FBS autonomy, and Division I FBS non-autonomy institutions, respectively. Within FBS autonomy conferences, the percentage of Whites holding head men’s football coach positions ranged from 50% for Pac-12 institutions to 100% for Big 12 institutions, respectively. Whites also predominated as offensive and defensive coordinators, positions often considered springboards to becoming a head football coach. Whites accounted for 82%, 77%, and 87% of offensive coordinators, respectively, within Division I overall, FBS autonomy, and Division I FBS non-autonomy institutions. Whites also accounted for 74%, 79%, and 76% percent of defensive coordinators within Division I, FBS autonomy, and Division I FBS non-autonomy institutions, respectively. These percentages contrast sharply with racial demographics in Division I, FBS autonomy, and FBS non-autonomy institutions, where Black football players comprised 48%, 46%, and 52% of football players, respectively.

For the 2019–2020 season, Whites comprised 71%, 83%, and 70% of head football coaches within Division I overall, FBS autonomy, and Division I FBS non-autonomy institutions, respectively. Within FBS autonomy schools, the percentage of White head coaches ranged from 73% within the ACC to 93% within the Big Ten. As was true for football, these percentages contrast sharply with the demographics of basketball players. Black men comprised 56%, 50%, and 61% of basketball players within Division I overall, FBS autonomy, and FBS non-autonomy institutions, respectively.

The foregoing numbers demonstrate the lack of significant progress toward achieving greater racial diversity in leadership of college sports and the ineffectiveness of measures to increase diversity. In 2016, the NCAA adopted a “Pledge and Commitment to Promoting Diversity” in intercollegiate athletics. Notwithstanding this pledge and statements calling for greater racial diversity in the leadership of Division I athletics, a lack of diversity persists. This lack of racial diversity is...
also notable given the demographics of the athletes who coaches and other athletic personnel lead.\textsuperscript{111}

[The leadership fails to] reflect the far more diverse composition of students and student-athletes at colleges and universities across the country. They do not even reflect the composition of the American people. . . . Unfortunately, in college sports, specifically the FBS institutions, the overrepresentation of [W]hite men has strongly influenced the lack of opportunities for women and people of color. This is reflected in how Black football head coaches are vastly underrepresented compared to the number of Black football student-athletes.\textsuperscript{112}

Thus, the Pledge recognizes the slow pace of progress.

A similar sentiment was expressed by the Knight Foundation Commission in its report titled \textit{Achieving Racial Equity in College Sports},\textsuperscript{113} “Whether due to implicit bias or explicit bias or other barriers, the stark reality is that there is a lack of diversity among coaches, athletic directors, other athletic department administrators, and faculty athletic representatives, and particularly a shortage of Black and other leaders of color and staff.”\textsuperscript{114} While acknowledging the occasional yearly improvements in the hiring of college Division I basketball coaches, the Knight Commission concluded that policies, including those intended to correct the “inequality[,] have been ineffective.”\textsuperscript{115} It also emphasized the “abject failure of FBS football programs to boost” the hiring of head FBS football coaches.\textsuperscript{116} This failure is evident in the racial gap between Black players and White head coaches within institutions in the SEC, the premier football conference. Between 2012 and 2020, Black players accounted for between 56\% and 61\% of SEC football players while within the same timeframe, Whites constituted a low of 71\% in 2013 and a high of 87\% in 2020 of SEC head football coaches.\textsuperscript{117}

The gap in football is particularly glaring when recent head football coach hiring is considered. A 2020 study (the “Report”) examined FBS head football coaches hired between the 2009–2010 and 2018–19 seasons.\textsuperscript{118} Two findings are particularly salient. Noting the year-to-

\textsuperscript{111}. Id. at 3 (arguing those in positions of leadership in college sport should reflect those whom they lead).

\textsuperscript{112}. Id. at 2–3 (quotation omitted).

\textsuperscript{113}. \textsc{Knight Comm’n on Intercollegiate Athletics, Achieving Racial Equity in College Sports}, \textsc{Knight Comm’n} 10 (May 2021), https://www.knightcommission.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/KCIA-Racial-Equity-Report_5.12.21.pdf [https://perma.cc/D623-WS34] [hereinafter \textsc{Knight Comm’n Report}].
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year variability in the racial demographics of college football head coaches, the Report noted a trend—the biggest increases were in the number of White coaches hired.119 The Report also concluded that the majority of new head football coach hires between the 2009–2010 and 2018–2019 seasons had played football in college.120 An ESPN study concluded that even though there has been moderate increases in Black hires since 2010, overall there has not been a “sustained surge” in the hiring of Black head football coaches, offensive and defensive coordinators, and athletic directors at Power Five athletic programs since the 1980s.121 Given the high numbers of Black athletes who have played college football over the past 30 years, in a meritocracy, it would seem that more Blacks should have ascended to football head coach and other leadership positions.

4. The Caste-System Mindset and Sports Leadership

The overwhelming representation of White people in leadership roles in the NFL, NBA, and college sports reflect the pervasiveness and impact of the caste-system mindset in American sports. It may not be that the prominence of White males in sports’ leadership positions is a result of overt racism.122 It is, however, a consequence of America’s race-based caste system, including the presumed superior leadership attributes of Whites and the presumed unsuitability of Blacks for leadership roles and intellectual inferiority.123

White team and league officials pronounce their desire to increase racial diversity in sports’ leadership positions, but their conduct often suggests otherwise, and the justifications offered to rationalize the lack of sustained progress ring hollow.124 For example, reasons that...
have been articulated for the paucity of Black NFL head coaches include the following: insufficient numbers of Black candidates in the head coach pipeline; Blacks lack effective interviewing and communication skills; and Black candidates’ lack of experience.\textsuperscript{125} A disturbing explanation that transcends sports or leagues, which often masks unconscious racial bias, surfaces when the other rationales are not remotely applicable: “[H]e’s qualified but not a good fit for our organization.”\textsuperscript{126}

The longstanding racial stereotypes of intellectual inferiority that buttresses America’s caste system influence White decisionmakers’ hiring practices.\textsuperscript{127} The embedded caste-system mindset operates invisibly to constrain White decisionmakers’ ability to assign Black to positions of authority because doing so is contrary to the unconscious belief that Blacks are not to be placed in a position of authority over White people.\textsuperscript{128} Consistent with the caste-system mindset, White decisionmakers are comfortable with Black players being of service in generating the revenue for sports teams but “when it comes to the face of the franchise, it’s clear many of them don’t see Black men as a fit for the role.”\textsuperscript{129} Thus, America’s race-based caste system mindset artificially limits the number of African-American NFL head coaches, general managers, and upper-level sports personnel. Professor Kenneth Shropshire states: “Overt racism is rare in sport hiring, but outcomes that imply different treatment based on race are still evident.”\textsuperscript{130}

For example, those in power speak of the heightened level of comfort with White candidates who are viewed as fitting into the organization. The owner of an NFL franchise explained his hire of a White head coach with very little coaching experience as follows: “[H]e just has a certain presence about him.”\textsuperscript{131} Another NFL team owner said the following about the White applicant he hired as head coach: “I knew [him] long before he ever walked through these doors, . . . [s]
much more went into how and why he’s sitting at this table today.”¹³² Such statements are representative of the flawed thinking and hiring processes used to evaluate top candidates at many elite institutions, including sports organizations such as the NFL.¹³³ These flawed processes stand out, however, in the NFL “because [B]lack athletes dominate team rosters and the league has long struggled on race issues.”¹³⁴

The willingness of White decision makers to hire White coaches with little or no head coaching or assistant coaching experience is consistent with the caste-system mindset that affords those of the dominant caste with the presumption of competence and grants them the benefit of the doubt.¹³⁵ On the other hand, experienced Black coaching candidates are passed over for head coaching positions. “[N]o one has yet to offer a valid reason why someone with the depth of experience” of certain Black coaches develop over years are “grossly overlooked.”¹³⁶ This commentator adds:

A perusal of team rosters in the league will show that around 70 percent of players are African-American, which makes it easy to conclude that owners are fine with Black men as entertainment, putting their bodies and brains on the line to play a brutal sport that pulls in billions in television rights and other revenues . . . But when it comes to the face of the franchise, it’s clear many of them don’t see Black men as fit for the role.¹³⁷ Blacks are, therefore, denied the opportunity to be featured as head coaches, the most visible position on the football field.

In both professional and college sports, franchise owners and athletic directors and presidents, in college sports, are not solely responsible for the current lack of racial diversity of leadership. The longstanding racial stereotypes of the intellectual inferiority of Blacks influence the powerful network of others, including largely White front office personnel, league officials, coaches, search firms, and agents.¹³⁸ Coaches also impede the ability of Blacks to progress to
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¹³⁵. CASTE, supra note 11, at 70, 136.
¹³⁶. Young, supra note 67 (commenting on how the rhetoric of decision-makers is inconsistent with their hiring practices).
leadership positions. The presumed right of entitlement to leadership no doubt influences White coaches to promote younger White coaches and offensive coordinators who look like them and overlook more experienced Black candidates.139 “Unspoken gentlemen’s agreements” as exemplified by the “reshuffling effect,” which occurs when White head and assistant coaches are rehired as coaches by other teams, impedes the upward mobility of Black candidates.140 Data demonstrate the high rate at which White-male coaches are rehired. Since 1963, 112 White men lost NFL head coaching jobs only to be reemployed as head coaches, offensive and defensive coordinators, and other sideline positions.141 Over the same timeframe, 18 men of color who were terminated were rehired.142 Another study found that 29.5% of White NFL head coaches hired over a 10-year period had previously been NFL head coaches, while this was true for only 8.3% of the coaches of color hired during the period.143

Reshuffling appears to have occurred in February 2021, when Urban Meyer, the novice head coach of the NFL’s Jacksonville team, hired Chris Doyle to serve as the team’s director of sports performance.144 The hire was controversial because Doyle had served as the strength coach for the University of Iowa before signing a separation agreement with the institution.145 The agreement followed accusations by several Black Iowa football players that Doyle mistreated them and used racist language.146 The president of the Fritz Pollard Alliance, an organization dedicated to increasing diversity in sports, criticized the hire: “Urban Meyer’s statement, ‘I’ve known Chris for close to 20 years[’] reflects the good ol’ boy network that is precisely the reason there is such a disparity in employment opportunities for Black coaches.”147

Apart from the denial of opportunities for Blacks in leadership positions, the over-representation of Whites in leadership and Blacks on the playing field led by White coaches indirectly perpetuates the stere-
otypical beliefs that Whites are intellectually superior and innately deserving of leadership, particularly when leading and directing Black men. This coupled with the paucity of Blacks among the most visible leaders in sports, head coaches, reaffirms the caste system pillar that Blacks are “physically gifted” yet “lacking the necessary mental skills and intelligence needed for elite occupations” such as head coach or general manager.  

Commenting on the absence of Blacks in athletic leadership, one of the few Black offensive coordinators in the FBS stated: “You have this mindset that’s been set in our country, in our minds, in our culture, why people aren’t equipped to do certain things. . . . It spills right over into everyone’s thinking. It’s not right, but it has been the norm.” It also deprives members of all castes with the opportunity to see Blacks and Whites in positions that counter the caste-system’s embedded messages that only members of the dominant caste are deserving of leadership and respect.

B. Addressing Inequities in Leadership

1. Uncertainties of a Litigation Strategy

Even though the threat of a lawsuit was instrumental in persuading NFL owners to adopt the Rooney Rule and has spurred other changes in sport, experts are divided on the likelihood of success of filing a lawsuit against the NFL and teams to increase racial diversity in sports. Impediments include finding a coaching prospect willing to initiate a lawsuit against either a college or professional team. It is likely that such a coach or a coordinator would be ostracized and would jeopardize their coaching career. Establishing the proof necessary to succeed on an intentional discrimination claim under Title VI and Title VII and a disparate impact claim under Title VII also creates a barrier.

Jackson v. University of New Haven is one of the few cases in which a Black candidate for a coaching job alleged he was not hired because of racial discrimination. The University of New Haven’s

148. Brown & Williams, supra note 122, at 77.
152. 228 F. Supp. 2d 156 (D. Conn. 2002).
153. Id. at 158–39.
hiring criteria included prior coaching experience at the collegiate level.\textsuperscript{154} Jackson possessed coaching experience but not collegiate experience.\textsuperscript{155} He alleged that this hiring qualification amounted to intentional discrimination under Titles VI and VII and disparate treatment discrimination under Title VII.\textsuperscript{156} Analyzing Jackson’s intentional discrimination claim, the court applied the \textit{McDonnell Douglas} burden shifting standard, which requires a plaintiff to proffer evidence of a \textit{prima facie} case of discrimination.\textsuperscript{157} In determining that Jackson had failed to establish a \textit{prima facie} case before the burden shifted to the defendant, the court found that Jackson failed to establish a requisite for a \textit{prima facie} case—“qualification for the employment.”\textsuperscript{158} The court stated that even though the plaintiff subjectively believed he met the conditions for the position, the facts objectively demonstrated he did meet the posted requirement—prior collegiate coaching experience.\textsuperscript{159} The court also noted the broad deference afforded employers in determining hiring criteria.\textsuperscript{160} “Absent a showing by the plaintiff that the employer’s demands were made in bad faith . . . an employer . . . is not compelled to submit the reasonableness of its employment criteria to the assessment of either [a] judge or jury.”\textsuperscript{161} The court continued, “Deferece must be given the defendants in selecting college coaching experience as a qualification for the position of head coach.”\textsuperscript{162}

Turning to the disparate impact claim, the \textit{Jackson} court stated a plaintiff presents a \textit{prima facie} case of disparate impact by showing “that a specific policy or practice of the defendant has had a disproportionately negative impact on the plaintiff’s protected class.”\textsuperscript{163} It concluded that the plaintiff’s statistical proof, an article in a sports journal, fell short.\textsuperscript{164} In so ruling, the court recognized the validity of using statistical evidence.\textsuperscript{165} It noted, however, that

\begin{quote}
in a case of discrimination in hiring or promoting, the relevant comparison is between the percentage of minority employees and the percentage of potential minority applicants in the qualified labor pool . . . The mere absence of minority employees in upper-level
\end{quote}
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positions does not suffice to prove a prima facie case of discrimination without a comparison to the relevant labor pool.\footnote{166} Jackson’s inability to provide statistically reliable comparative hiring data justified the court’s dismissal of his disparate impact claim.

Similar to the result in \textit{New Haven}, Black coaching applicants have achieved very limited success in racial discrimination suits against their institutions. A limited victory was achieved in \textit{Jackson v. National Football League},\footnote{167} in which a Black applicant for a short-lived NFL affiliated league filed a Title VII action when he was neither interviewed nor hired for a coaching position.\footnote{168} The defendant asserted that the plaintiff was not hired because he lacked the minimum qualifications.\footnote{169} The court denied the defendant’s motion for summary judgment because there were material issues of fact as to what minimum qualifications had been established for the affiliate’s head coaches and whether plaintiff’s coaching experience satisfied the criteria.\footnote{170} Other cases, arising primarily at the high school level, reflect mixed results for plaintiffs alleging racial discrimination was the basis for their not being promoted or hired for a coaching position.\footnote{171} \par \textit{Jackson v. University of New Haven} and other cases demonstrate the formidable legal obstacles to a plaintiff prevailing in a Title VII action against a college or professional sports league. This is particularly true given the subjective considerations that are inherent in the selection of head coaches and the deference courts afford defendants in making hiring decisions. This is not to say, however, that the obstacles are insurmountable for a plaintiff who has the legal and financial support necessary to engage in thorough discovery and obtain the statistical evidence that Jackson was unable to establish. At the same time, the courts have consistently held that statistical evidence is the most reliable way to prove a prima facie case of discrimination.\footnote{166} \footnote{167} \footnote{168} \footnote{169} \footnote{170} \footnote{171}
time, the uncertainties of a litigation strategy warrant pursuing other efforts to achieve greater racial diversity in sport leadership positions.

2. Non-Litigation Strategies

Several suggestions have been offered to increase diversity of leadership in college and professional sports. At the college level, it has been suggested that universities adopt a “Russell Rule,” named after former NBA player Bill Russell, which would parallel the Rooney Rule in requiring colleges to include a member of a traditionally underrepresented group within the pool of candidates for upper-level management positions including athletic director, head and full-time assistant coaches, and senior administrators within the athletic department.\textsuperscript{172} The way in which the Rooney Rule has been circumvented demonstrates that a Russell Rule alone, however, will not likely enhance diversity of leadership.\textsuperscript{173}

In the NFL, NBA, and college sports, a multi-pronged approach will be necessary to increase racial diversity in leadership. If the NBA sustains the progress in hiring coaches it achieved in 2021, its multi-faceted approach could serve as a model. The NBA’s diversity initiatives include (1) a collaborative program of the NBA and NBA Coaches Association that seeks to increase the number of coaches in the pipeline though workshops focused on developing competencies required to be an effective head coach and networking;\textsuperscript{174} (2) training intended to assist NBA employees to “understand and manage unconscious bias” and the connection between unconscious bias and diversity and inclusion;\textsuperscript{175} (3) efforts that assist NBA teams in adopting and implementing anti-discrimination policies and procedures;\textsuperscript{176} (4) NBA collaborations with affinity groups to enhance diversity and inclusion efforts;\textsuperscript{177} and (5) collaborations with other sports leagues to promote best practices to promote equity and inclusion.\textsuperscript{178} Additional steps that the NBA could undertake include: working with recruitment firms to develop a list of prospective candidates, including several persons of color, so that groundwork will have been undertaken before a position becomes open, and including persons of color in the decision-making process for hiring.

The forgoing could be adopted as is or modified to comport with hiring of sport leadership personnel in college sports. Other initiatives that could support advancing racial equity include (1) colleges providing Black and other athletes of color leadership opportunities within
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and outside of athletics to ensure they receive the mentoring that often postures White athletes for professional positions in sports after college;179 (2) adopting a certification program on unconscious bias, equity, and inclusion for college leaders and athletic administrators, including coaches;180 (3) requiring search committees to include a critical mass of persons of color;181 and (4) engaging in active efforts to recruit applicants of color.

In addition to internal efforts, Black athletes and their supporters, including companies, must continue to advocate for equity and inclusion in the leadership ranks of teams, leagues, and conferences. In professional sports, owners and upper management must, at a minimum, know that athletes are watching hiring practices and are concerned about the lack of diversity.182 Even though some athletes do not believe that expressing their views on the issue will result in any consequence, it is unlikely that change will occur unless players advocate for diversity and show the same intentionality some players expressed in protesting against racial injustice in broader American society.183 As discussed infra,184 Black college players should also voice their displeasure with the lack of diversity in coaching and other leadership positions and consider attending schools, such as historically Black colleges and universities, where they will find such diversity.

IV. Student-Athlete-Centered Inequities in College Sports

Racial inequities in college sports have transformed over time. Before the late 1960s, segregationist policies excluded Black athletes from intercollegiate sports teams at predominantly white southern colleges.185 The post-World War II era saw the erosion of informal numerical quotas that limited the number of Black athletes permitted to play for predominantly white northern institutions.186 The removal of such barriers was a precursor to today’s reality—Black college athletes are disproportionately represented in two primary revenue-pro-
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duc ing intercollegiate sports, Division I FBS football and NCAA Division I men’s basketball, in contrast to the low enrollment of nonathlete Black males in most Division I college and universities.\textsuperscript{187} Black athletes comprise approximately 48.5\% of FBS football players and 53.2\% of Division I men’s basketball players.\textsuperscript{188} Yet distributive justice on the playing field has not eradicated policies and practices that negatively impact Black college athletes, particularly those who play in the revenue sports. A credible explanation for the persistence of two of the more significant inequities in college sports—the transfer of wealth from Black athletes primarily to Whites and the academic marginalization of Black athletes—is beliefs that lie at the core of a caste-system mindset.

A. An Exploitive Transfer of Wealth

1. The Commercialized Nature and Racial Demographics of FBS Football and Division I Men’s Basketball

In \textit{National Collegiate Athletic Association v. Alston},\textsuperscript{189} the Supreme Court upheld the district court’s injunction enjoining the NCAA from limiting the amount of education-related compensation and benefits that colleges and universities can give to their athletes.\textsuperscript{190} In establishing the factual backdrop for its decision, the Court acknowledged not only the commercialized nature of revenue generating sports, but the considerable revenues generated by Division I FBS football and NCAA Division I men’s basketball. The Court defined the NCAA as a “sprawling enterprise,” at the center of which sits a “massive business.”\textsuperscript{191} In support of this characterization, the Court pointed to (1) the NCAA’s contract to broadcast the Division I men’s basketball tournament that alone generates $1.1 billion in yearly revenue; (2) the $470 million or so paid annually to college athletic conferences (to be distributed, in part, to their member institutions) for rights to broadcast the College Football Playoff;\textsuperscript{192} and (3) the annual revenue generated from regular season football games that, for example, yielded the

\textsuperscript{187} For example, a 2018 report found that Black males comprised 2.3\% of Ohio State University undergraduates but 67\% of football and men’s basketball players. \textsc{Shaun R. Harper, Univ. of S. Cal. Race & Equity Ctr., Black Male Student-Athletes and Racial Inequities in NCAA Division I College Sports} 10 (2018 ed. 2018). The gap was higher at the University of Florida where Black males comprised 2.2\% of undergraduate students but 77.7\% of FBS football and men’s basketball players. \textsc{Id.} at 13.
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SEC $650 million in total revenues, including $409 million derived from television.193 The Court added that these revenues increase consistently over time.194

The Court noted the salaries paid to those in control of running the NCAA and its money-making enterprise. It pointed to the NCAA president’s $4 million annual salary, athletic commissioners’ annual salaries of between $2 and $5 million, and athletic directors’ annual salaries exceeding $1 million.195 The Court also remarked on annual salaries approaching $11 million for some assistant football coaches.196

If it had been a part of the record, the Court might have discussed other sources of revenue such as the estimated $1 billion in total revenue that may be generated if the College Football Playoff is expanded to twelve teams.197 In addition to direct financial benefits, colleges and universities derive indirect benefits from successful revenue generating sports programs. These benefits include (1) increases in college applications; (2) applicants with stronger academic profiles; (3) increased alumni giving; (4) enhanced prestige, visibility, and national recognition; and (5) increased athletic and non-athletic fundraising.198

2. Transfer of Wealth and the Caste-System Mindset

As demonstrated in Alston, college sports’ primary revenue producing sports are Division I FBS football and Division I men’s basketball.199 These sports generate substantial revenue for the NCAA, athletic conferences, and colleges and universities.200 Black athletes disproportionately play on the teams that generate this revenue. In 2020, Black male athletes comprised 46 percent of FBS football (autonomy schools) and 42 percent of Division I men’s basketball players
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(excluding historically black universities). The percentages are even higher in some of the more powerful conferences. For example, Black male athletes comprised 57% and 52% of football players in the SEC and ACC, respectively. In Division I men’s basketball, Black athletes accounted for 62% and 54% of players in the Southeastern and Atlantic Coast conferences, respectively.202

It is also undisputed that those in control of FBS football and Division I men’s basketball, such as athletic directors and coaches, are overwhelmingly White. Moreover, revenues generated in the revenue sports are also funneled to non-revenue sports (i.e., intercollegiate sports that generate insignificant or no revenues for their universities) where the overwhelming majority of athletes are White. Excluding Historically Black Colleges and Universities (“HCBUs”), Black males comprised only 14 percent of all Division I athletes. The percentages of White athletes who predominant in men’s non-revenue sports, however, highlight the economics of big-time college athletics. For example, White and Black athletes comprised 83% and 4% of lacrosse players, respectively. Similarly, White and Black athletes comprised 72% and 8% of men’s wrestlers, respectively.

The combination of the disproportionate representation of Black athletes on FBS football teams and Division I men’s basketball teams and White individuals being the primary beneficiaries of this revenue, as well as NCAA rules that limit the compensation schools can pay to their student-athletes, coalesce to create an economic model that has been characterized as unfair or exploitive. These dynamics led the authors of a study to conclude that between 2017-2020, approximately $10 billion in generational wealth will have been transferred from college football and men’s basketball players, the majority of whom are athletes of color, to
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coaches, athletic administrators, and college administrators who are predominantly White or to institutions and programs that serve majority White constituencies. This transfer of wealth takes the form of lucrative salaries for athletic directors, conference commissioners, college sport leaders and bowl championship directors, and coaches. This wealth transfer has significant consequences for the athletes who are deprived of their fair share of the revenues they produce for the college sport industry.\textsuperscript{212}

Although there might be disagreement regarding how the $10 billion figure was calculated, there is no dispute that the transfer of wealth occurs.\textsuperscript{213}

The racial demographics of those who benefit underscore the unfairness that Justice Kavanaugh addressed in his concurrence in Alston. There, he was critical of the NCAA’s economic model:

The bottom line is that the NCAA and its member colleges are suppressing the pay of student athletes who collectively generate billions of dollars in revenues for colleges every year. Those enormous sums of money flow to seemingly everyone except the student athletes. College presidents, athletic directors, coaches, conference commissioners, and NCAA executives take in six- and seven-figure salaries. Colleges build lavish new facilities. But the student athletes who generate the revenues, many of whom are African American and from lower-income backgrounds, end up with little or nothing.\textsuperscript{214}

Thus, Justice Kavanaugh specifically recognizes how the existing intercollegiate economic model disadvantages Black student athletes who participate in revenue-generating intercollegiate athletics.

The current structure of NCAA Division I intercollegiate athletics is one in which “[t]he NCAA profits immensely from the labor of talented, hard-working—and disproportionately Black—college athletes, especially those playing on the courts of the women’s and men’s tournaments that remain the most lucrative property for the NCAA.”\textsuperscript{215} It

\textsuperscript{212} Huma & Staurowsky, supra note 5, at 3 (footnote omitted). Receiving their fair share of the revenues may minimize the negative consequences currently suffered by Black college athletes who have lower homeownership rates, net worth, financial security and graduate rates compared to White college athletes. \textit{Id.} at 4–5.
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is reminiscent of extended periods of American history in which Whites commodified Black bodies and benefitted from their services without giving a fair exchange for the latter’s services.216

One of the central assumptions of America’s caste structure is that Blacks are to be of service to Whites and not to be fully compensated for the services that they perform.217 This grows out of the belief that those of the dominant caste are deserving of the fruits of the labor of subordinate caste members.218 This mindset also allows the dominant caste to more easily overlook the exploitation of members of the subordinate caste.219 Therefore, a seemingly natural extension of these enduring aspects of the caste system is the one-sided nature of the exchange between Black college athletes in revenue-producing sports and their institutions.

B. Academic Marginalization of Black College Athletes

The collegiate model of intercollegiate athletics that has amateurism at its core principle is premised on the notion that student-athletes’ athletic participation “should be motivated primarily by education and by the physical, mental and social benefits to be derived.”220 In its “Commitments to the Division I Collegiate Model,” the NCAA states that “[s]tandards of the Association governing participation in intercollegiate athletics . . . shall be designed to ensure proper emphasis on educational objectives and the opportunity for academic success, including graduation, of student-athletes who choose to participate at a member institution.”221 It further states that “[i]ntercollegiate athletics programs shall be maintained as an important component of the educational program, and student-athletes shall be an integral part of the student body.”222 Moreover, the essence of the contract between scholarship athletes and their colleges is the athletes’ promise to participate athletically in exchange for a scholarship that facilitates college attendance with the goal of obtaining a meaningful education.223
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Evidence indicates, however, that the collegiate model on which the foregoing ideals are premised is often unattainable, particularly for Black FBS football and NCAA Division I men's basketball players. As demonstrated below, notwithstanding graduation rates that suggest the bargain is being fully honored, practices engaged in by colleges and universities deny too many Black college athletes meaningful access to an educational opportunity.

1. Graduation Rates for FBS and Men’s Basketball Players

The NCAA and college leaders celebrate improved graduation rates\(^{224}\) and tout them as demonstrating the academic achievement of student-athletes\(^{225}\) including Black athletes in the primary revenue producing sports—FBS football and Division I men's basketball.\(^{226}\) Higher graduation rates reflected in the NCAA’s graduation metric, the Graduation Success Rate (“GSR”), have been attributed to NCAA academic reforms, including: (1) the enhanced initial eligibility requirements; (2) the increased high school core-course requirements for high school athletes seeking athletic scholarships and eligibility for intercollegiate competition during their first year; (3) the adoption of progress-toward-degree requirements; (4) the development of the Academic Progress Rate (“APR”); and (5) the NCAA’s regular collection of graduate rate data.\(^{227}\)

The GSRs\(^{228}\) suggest that all athletes, including Black athletes, have made impressive gains in graduation rates over the past 20 years. In 2002, the GSR for White and Black men’s Division I basketball play-

---
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\(^{228}\) The GSR examines graduation rates six years after a scholarship athlete matriculates as a full-time student at a college or university. *Graduation Rates*, Nat’l Collegiate Athletic Ass’n, https://www.ncaa.org/about/resources/research/graduation-rates [https://perma.cc/RC5P-XZGG]. Unlike the calculation of federal graduation rates, the GSR includes student-athletes who transfer into an institution in that
ers was 76% and 46%, respectively. In 2020, the GSR for this cohort was 92% for White and 85% for Black men’s basketball players, respectively. The 2002 GSR for White and Black FBS football players was 76% and 53%, respectively. In 2020, the GSRs had increased to 90% for White and 77% for Black FBS players, respectively. In women’s Division I basketball, GSRs increased from 87% in 2002 for White women to 97% in 2020. For their Black counterparts, the GSR increased from 70% in 2002 to 90% in 2020.

2. Misleading Graduation Data, Clustering, and Isolation

a. Gaps in Graduation Rates

As noted above, impressively high aggregate student-athlete GSRs have been strategically used to bolster the NCAA’s amateurism principle and rebut assertions that Black FBS football and men’s Division I men’s basketball players are being exploited. High GSRs, however, communicate incomplete and misleading narratives that obscure the academic and social experiences of many Black college athletes. For example, the NCAA’s GSR metric shows longstanding gaps in the graduation rates of White and Black players in the most successful FBS and Division I men’s basketball programs. Illustrative are the gaps in the graduation rates of White and Black athletes on teams that participated in the 2021 NCAA men’s Division I men’s basketball tournament. White athletes graduated at a rate of 13.5% higher than Black athletes (93.8% compared to 80.3%). In addition, 22% of the teams that participated in the tournament had a 30% or greater gap between the GSRs for their Black and White players.

Such gaps appear in the most successful FBS football programs. Among the 56 teams that comprised 2019–2020 FBS bowl teams, the average GSRs for Black football players stood at 73.8% and 89.4%
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for White football players. Although no FBS teams graduated less than half of their white football players, one team graduated less than half of their Black football players. Moreover, 23 (i.e., 32%) of the FBS bowl-bound teams had GSRs for Black football athletes that were at least 20% lower than the GSRs for White football players on these bowl-bound teams.

In addition, critics assert that the NCAA’s use of the GSR rather than the Federal Graduation Rate (“FGR”) inflates graduation rates and amounts to academic fraud. One report noted that the 47% FGR for the 2014–2017 cohort of Division I men’s basketball players was slightly worse than the 48% FGR for the 2001–2004 cohort of Division I men’s basketball players. Another major study concluded that the NCAA is complicit in the exploitation of Black athletes through the advancement of an academic metrics system that is purposefully intended to inflate the perception of academic success, hide embarrassing data that would reveal huge educational failures affecting Black athletes in football and basketball, and intentionally prevent the comparison of athlete academic performance with that of the general student body.

In 2018–2019, NCAA-reported FGRs within the Power Five colleges and universities revealed that Black football players were less likely to graduate when compared to all other students. The data also showed persistently large gaps in the FGRs for Black athletes compared to both White athletes and all students. Within SEC institutions, for example, the gaps between the FGRs of Black football players and all students was 20%. The FGR gap was 29.93% when Black football players were compared to their White counterparts.

b. Clustering

In addition to graduation gaps, clustering and other practices resulting in the disproportionate academic and cultural isolation of Black athletes within their colleges and universities challenge the prevailing narrative that increased aggregate GSRs demonstrate the fulfillment
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of the promise that lies at the core of the relationship between student-athletes and their colleges. For too many Black athletes, the promise—an athletic scholarship in exchange for the opportunity to obtain a meaningful education and compete in intercollegiate competition—is unfulfilled.246 The persistence of these practices, which diminish the overall academic and social experiences of Black FBS football and Division I men’s basketball players, reflect a caste-system mindset that minimizes the intellectual capabilities and academic interest of Black Americans, including Black athletes.

i. The Prevalence and Persistence of Clustering

In a groundbreaking study published in 1987, researchers found clustering among the academic majors of basketball players on 71% of 55 participating NCAA Division I men’s basketball teams.247 Clustering occurs when a disproportionate number of athletes, 25% or more, on a college sports team are enrolled in a particular major in comparison to other students at the college.248 The report’s authors concluded that “[c]lustering is evidenced more among males than females, more among [B]lack athletes than [W]hite athletes, and more among ‘big time’ and academically elite schools.”249

Subsequent research has confirmed the prevalence and persistence of academic clustering among student-athletes.250 A study published in 2009 examined the extent of clustering in FBS football programs at 11 of the 12 teams that then comprised the ACC.251 The report found that the percentage of football players concentrated in only one major generally not only exceeded the 25% threshold but was often in excess

246. See Fountain & Finley, Academic Clustering: A Longitudinal Analysis, supra note 225, at 2 (critiquing that the NCAA reform efforts, which are largely focused on increasing graduation rates, suggest that graduating is the only important outcome of a college experience instead of a complete academic experience).


248. See Case et al., Academic Clustering in Athletics, supra note 247; Fountain & Finley, Academic Clustering: A Longitudinal Analysis, supra note 225, at 24.

249. Case et al., Academic Clustering in Athletics, supra note 247, at 51; see also Adam Love et al., Admissions Selectivity and Major Distribution in Big-Time College Football, 10 J. ISSUES INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS 1, 12 (2017) (finding that clustering was more common at highly selective FBS institutions for football players); Fountain & Finley, Academic Clustering: A Longitudinal Analysis, supra note 225, at 38 (finding that clustering occurred more frequently among minority athletes in an FBS football program).
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of 30%.\textsuperscript{252} On one team, more than 73% of football players clustered in one major, while six colleges had more than one-third of their players clustered in one major.\textsuperscript{253} Notably, four of the ACC football programs had 62% or more of their players concentrated in a single major.\textsuperscript{254}

Like the 1984 study, the 2009 study confirmed that clustering was more prevalent among Black than White football players.\textsuperscript{255} According to the authors, “[t]he fact that Minority players not only are clustering into one major, but that a tremendous percentage of players can be accounted for within only two majors, is absolutely striking.”\textsuperscript{256} The study also debunked the explanation that players gravitate toward certain majors that allow for greater flexibility in scheduling and offering a broader range of times. “[I]f flexibility of scheduling were the driving force behind academic clustering, a large percent of players, both White and minorities would select the same majors as opposed to the significant divisions between White and Minority players.”\textsuperscript{257}

A 2010 study of Big 12 Conference football teams affirmed the presence of clustering.\textsuperscript{258} Researchers reported that in 2006, 41% of Texas A&M football players who participated in the study, majored in agricultural leadership and development even though only 2% of Texas A&M undergraduates selected that as their major.\textsuperscript{259} For the same year, 69% of University of Texas’s football players in the study majored in liberal arts, while only 5.8% of undergraduates enrolled in that major.\textsuperscript{260} The study also established a correlation between the extent of clustering of players in select majors and the strength of a football team.\textsuperscript{261}

A 2011 longitudinal study of a single football program confirmed these scholars’ research. Examining the majors of football players over ten years, the study concluded that “clustering of football players, especially minority players, into a limited number of academic programs is prevalent.”\textsuperscript{262} The authors stated:

The impact of academic clustering on minority players continues to raise concern and deserves more academic and media attention. Mi-
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nority players at this particular institution were twice as likely as their white counterparts to list University Studies in their first media guide appearance. . . . The minorities who began in University Studies were highly likely either to leave the program early or migrate into the clustered [Apparel, Housing, and Resource Management] major.263

A study published in 2017 reported that “across all FBS [automatic qualifying] conferences, evidence of academic clustering is prevalent and found among non-white football players at a higher rate than white football players.”264 A study of players on football programs in the SEC and Pac-10 Conference found the prevalence of clustering and a disjunction between players’ academic majors and career goals.265

Academic clustering also occurs in the majors of Division I men’s basketball players. Between 2004 and 2012, 61% of the 43 basketball players who indicated a major in the University of Kansas’s official media guide (a type of press kit containing information about a team’s players, including their backgrounds, academic majors, and statistics, which is distributed to media personnel) were enrolled in one of three majors.266 More than half (7 out of 11 players) on the University of Iowa’s men’s basketball team were enrolled in a single major.267 37% of the players on the Texas A&M men’s basketball and football teams were enrolled in a single major, Agricultural and Leadership Development, compared to the 1% of the student body enrolled in the major.268 Research also confirms that clustering has not abated and has expanded to include women’s sports,269 NCAA Division I Football

263. Id. at 38–39. Similarly, in the fall of 2014, 37% of Black male athletes at Auburn University were enrolled in the same major. During the same semester, only two of Auburn’s 581 non-athlete Black males were enrolled in the major. Jack Stripling, Inside Auburn’s Secret Effort to Advance an Athlete-Friendly Curriculum, CHRON. HIGHER EDUC. (Feb. 16, 2018), https://www.chronicle.com/article/inside-auburns-secret-effort-to-advance-an-athlete-friendly-curriculum/ [https://perma.cc/9PSZ-NXBT].
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Championship Subdivision (FCS) football, and NCAA Division III athletics programs.271

ii. Factors Contributing to Clustering

Clustering is systemic.272 Nevertheless, the factors that determine the extent to which clustering will occur must be examined within the context of each institution’s culture, climate, strength of its academic offerings, and student body demographics.273 These variables converge with the individual personal motivations to give rise to athletes gravitating to certain majors.274 Notwithstanding this caveat, certain factors have been repeatedly identified as fostering clustering.

Clustering is an unintended consequence of NCAA academic reforms requiring athletes to meet certain benchmarks (e.g., progress-toward-degree requirements) and concomitant efforts by institutions to achieve high GSRs and meet APR standards.275 When combined with the competitive pressures of competing in NCAA revenue-producing sports, coaches and athletic department staff are motivated to field successful teams with highly talented athletes.276 Consequently, coaches and athletic academic advisors (typically housed within athletic departments)277 channel student-athletes into majors that increase the likelihood that athletes will retain their eligibility, meet APR standards, and graduate.278 Thus, competitive pressure combines...
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276. Id.; Robert Case et al., An Examination of the Nature and Scope of Academic Clustering in College Athletic Programs, 11 J. CONTEMP. ATHLETICS 47, 48 (2017) [hereinafter Case et al., Nature and Scope of Academic Clustering] (discussing the pressure placed on coaching as a result of the tremendous amount of money at stake).
277. Case et al., Academic Clustering in Athletics, supra note 247, at 52–53; see Schneider et al., supra note 258, at 64–65 (noting that research has documented the influence of athletic academic advisors on athlete major selection). A survey of athletic academic advisors found that some clustering exists in Division I sports. Case et al., Academic Clustering in Athletics, supra note 247, at 52. Additionally, 75% reported being pressured to maintain athletes’ eligibility. Case et al., Nature and Scope of Academic Clustering, supra note 276, at 53; see also Drake Group Position Statement, supra note 9, at 41 (noting that imposter syndrome and stereotyping makes Black athletes particularly susceptible to the influence of athletic academic advisors).
278. Pennington & McEntyre, supra note 271, at 151 (“[S]tudent-athletes are externally channeled into clustered majors by coaches, athletic department staff, academic
with stereotypic notions of Black athletic superiority yet intellectual inferiority to result in the marginalization of the academic interests of Black athletes.

Clustering has been described as a link in the chain that begins with the special admissions (which has been characterized as the original sin) of athletically gifted but academically challenged athletes:

[S]pecial admissions for athlete is considered the “original sin” leading to academic fraud because it is the first domino that falls in the five- or six-year higher education career of an athlete who never has the time to remediate reading, writing, math, or other deficiencies and therefore is unable to compete in the classroom versus more academically prepared classmates. . . . These athletes are counseled to select the least demanding academic majors, register for the least demanding academic courses, sign up for courses conducted by professors with lax grading reputations, or register for independent study courses with professors who require minimal work product.279

Other factors contributing to clustering include (1) athletes’ time commitments to their sports causing them to select majors perceived or identified as easier;280 (2) class availability,281 (3) the influence of teammates and parents;282 and (4) the sense of comfort derived from being in classes with fellow athletes.283

iii. The Detrimental Effects of Clustering

The majority of studies suggest that the detrimental effects of clustering outweigh its positive effects.284 The most serious concern relating to clustering is that “student-athletes are earning degrees more equipped to help student-athletes maintain eligibility rather than educationally preparing them for a post-college society.”285 Thus, cluster-
ing channels student-athletes into majors that are incongruent with their career aspirations. Relatedly, the value of athletes’ college education is diminished when they enroll in majors that fail properly to equip them for life after college. The effects of such practices are not lost on college athletes who believe that they have little choice in the selection of their majors. It is common for Black college football players to “recognize that they were underserved and unprepared for a career based on a set of classes that led to a major they had no desire to work in post college.” In its 2021 Report, the Knight Commission identified clustering as an institutional practice that creates impediments to athletes receiving a quality education and proved “detrimental to students’ academic and career trajectories and effectively disregards the interests and goals of college athletes.”

Clustering and the related over emphasis of athletics “create a psychosocial divide between [athletes’] academic and athletic identities.” The more students identify as athletes the greater the likelihood that they will devote less time to academics. A stronger athletic identity also results in students devoting less time to career development for their post-college lives, including their “not choosing [a] major aligning with their career goals.” Decisions focused on the short term lead to the underdevelopment of “skills necessary to their career achievement,” adversely impacting “academic and career satisfaction.”

c. Clustering and Athlete Isolation

Athletes frequently experience isolation from their academic communities. Isolation is a consequence of athlete-only workout centers, lounges, and practice facilities often away from or on the periphery of campus. Isolation is also a product of athletic academic centers that house academic service personnel, including athlete aca-
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America’s Race-Based Caste Structure

Academic advisors, tutors, and class checkers. Clustering exacerbates the isolation that erodes the quality of the educational experience for many athletes, particularly Black athletes.

Two researchers postulate that “[black college football players] are some of the most isolated people on campus. They experience geographic/academic isolation due to the location of the athletic village and its one-stop-shop nature, social isolation from peers, faculty, and administration, and cultural isolation through the cultural barriers between students.” This is particularly harmful given that alienation and isolation were strong predictors of adverse outcomes for Black athletes given that it inhibits intellectual development and academic success. Athlete participation in various activities, including interactions with faculty, non-athlete peers, and collaborative assignments fosters learning. In short, for many athletes, particularly Black FBS football players and Division I men’s basketball players, clustering coalesces with isolation further to diminish their educational experience.

3. The Caste-System Mindset and Academic Marginalization

It is unlikely that a conscious desire to harm Black FBS football and Division I men’s basketball players results in systemic clustering and practices producing athlete isolation. Yet those who control college sports—college presidents, coaches, athletic administrators—are fully aware of the harmful academic policies and practices that disproportionately and adversely impact Black athletes in the revenue sports. They know of the gaps in the graduation rates of Black ath-
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letes compared to White athletes and other students.306 College sport leaders are aware of the greater isolation and depression that Black athletes experience when compared to other athletes.307 Given leaders’ awareness, the question that emerges is why they have been complicit in such practices, let alone not taken steps to bring them to an end.

Conflicts of interest related to the commercialization of intercollegiate athletics converge with the caste-system mindset to result in the “predominantly White community of higher education administrators, athletic department administrators, coaches[,] and staff [to] turn[ ] a blind eye to the racism underlying the economic, education[,] and other forms of exploitation harming college athletes.”308 Such practices are likely a consequence of internalized beliefs including the stereotypic beliefs of the “innate [physical] superiority” but intellectually inferiority of Black men.309 These internalized beliefs, which arise from a caste-system mindset, influence those in positions of power to acquiesce in the continued marginalization of the academic interests of Black athletes in the revenue-producing sports. Moreover, the disproportionate number of Black athletes in the revenue-producing sports who perform before predominantly white audiences310 conform to the caste-system mindset of Blacks as performers who are placed on the field or court to provide entertainment for Whites without the audience necessarily or particularly interested in fully recognizing their humanity.311 The impact of this convergence of insidious beliefs and assumptions is the devaluation of the educational experiences of Black athletes.

Thus, when “notions of Blacks’ athletic superiority are coupled with the belief in intellectual inferiority of Blacks, it becomes apparent that Black athletes are not likely to be taken seriously as students.”312 Consequently, the caste mindset assumes that Black athletes should not be vocal and proactive in making decisions relating to their academic future.313 Because none of us, even members of the subordinate caste, escape the embedded beliefs of the caste-system mindset, Black athletes are socialized at an early age to believe in their innate physical superiority which leads many of them to prioritize athletics over academics.314

The caste-system mindset also manifests in the patronizing and unconvincing rationalizations offered for the complicity of college sport
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leaders and belies the exploitation that is occurring. One view expressed is “[e]ven if they don’t graduate, they’ve rubbed elbows with powerful and respected folks who can help them in the future.”315 Another is: “We’re making a difference in their lives. If they weren’t here, they would be stuck in an environment of poverty with far fewer possibilities.”316

In short, the forgoing dynamics deprive many Black FBS football and Division I men’s basketball players of an adequate return on their investment. These inequities are starker because college sport leaders permit the perpetuation of practices that deprive these athletes of a “meaningful educational experience resulting in a functional degree and employable skills.”317

a. Addressing the Economic Exploitation and Academic Marginalization

i. Litigation

As it relates to the academic exploitation of Black college athletes, litigation may not provide a viable means of holding colleges and universities accountable. A scholarship athlete’s contract with her or his college imposes numerous express obligations on athletes but only one on colleges—the provision of financial aid.318 Athletes have argued that the essence of the parties’ contractual obligation also imposes an implied contractual obligation on colleges to provide athletes with an opportunity to take advantage of the educational opportunities that colleges afford.319 Courts have been unpersuaded.320

The seminal case is Ross v. Creighton University,321 in which a scholarship basketball player left Creighton University with the language skills of a fourth grader and the reading skills of a seventh grader.322
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Relying on policy reasons, the Seventh Circuit rejected Ross’s educational malpractice tort claim. The court relied on these policies in rejecting Ross’s contracts claim that the university had an implied contractual obligation to provide him with a “real opportunity to participate in and benefit from the University’s academic program.” The court found that Ross failed to allege a breach of contract action to the extent he wanted the court to intervene to assess the quality of the education he was afforded. It determined, however, that Ross’s contract claim could move forward only if he could identify a specific promise that the university failed to honor.

Subsequent cases have adhered to the Ross precedent. In Jackson v. Drake University, a district court refused to recognize an obligation on the university to provide a scholarship athlete with an educational opportunity. In another case arising out of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s academic scandal involving classes with little academic merit that had a disproportionate enrollment of athletes, the court ruled that the NCAA assumed neither a duty of reasonable care to safeguard student-athletes’ educational opportunity nor a fiduciary duty to protect student-athletes’ access to educational opportunities.

Although college athletes have effectively used litigation or the threat of antitrust litigation to circumscribe NCAA’s bylaws that limited the educational benefits that universities can provide to their intercollegiate athletics, uncertainty surrounds whether courts will invalidate NCAA rules prohibiting colleges from compensating athletes directly for playing their sport. In National Collegiate Athletic Association v. Alston, the Court stated that NCAA limits on non-education related compensation was not before it for determination. It noted that the lower courts specifically upheld those rules. In his
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concurring opinion, however, Justice Kavanaugh seemingly encour-
eges college athletes to challenge the NCAA’s prohibition on colleges
directly compensating athletes for playing their sport.333 Justice Kava-
naugh stated:

[T]here are serious questions whether the NCAA’s remaining com-
pensation rules can pass muster under ordinary rule of reason scrut-
iny . . . The bottom line is that the NCAA and its member colleges
are suppressing the pay of student athletes who collectively gener-
ate billions of dollars in revenues for colleges every year. Those
enormous sums of money flow to seemingly everyone except the
student athletes. . . . [I]t is highly questionable whether
the NCAA and its member colleges can justify not paying student
athletes a fair share of the revenues on the circular theory that the
defining characteristic of college sports is that the colleges do not
pay student athletes. And if that asserted justification is unavailing,
it is not clear how the NCAA can legally defend its remaining comp-
pensation rules.334

Notwithstanding Justice Kavanaugh’s signal to prospective plaintiffs,
it remains unclear whether a majority of justices would invalidate all
NCAA compensation limitations. Given this uncertainty, I now ex-
plain non-litigation strategies to ameliorate the impact of the NCAA’s
economic model on FBS football and Division I men’s basketball.

ii. Non-Litigation Strategies

One way to address the wealth transfer under the NCAA’s current
economic model would be for colleges and universities to pay athletes
directly for playing their sports. Such suggestions generate considera-
ble opposition. Opponents point to the efforts to enhance college ath-
lete well-being over the past several years. In Alston, the Court
discussed changes to NCAA rules that have resulted in an enhance-
ment of the benefits available to athletes including: permitting schools
to award athletics scholarships for the full cost of attendance and
multi-year scholarships; the NCAA making substantial funds available
through the Student Activities and Academic Enhancement Funds
that cover athlete expenses in excess of the full cost-of-attendance
scholarship; and making funds available for loss-of-value insurance
and other noneducational-related benefits.335

Opponents also argue that colleges and universities directly com-
pensating their athletes would: transform the athlete/school relation-
ship into an employer/employee relationship that “could undermine
the primacy of educational purpose;”336 increase the distance between
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athletes and other students; cause coaches to feel entitled to make further demands on college athletes because of payment,\textsuperscript{337} and violate Title IX given that male athletes in the revenue-producing sports will most likely be those compensated.\textsuperscript{338} Much of this opposition, however, is premised on the assumption that athletes, including Black athletes, in the revenue-generating sports have a reasonable opportunity to obtain a meaningful education and, therefore, receive a fair exchange for their athletic services.\textsuperscript{339} As discussed, \textit{supra}, the research undermines this premise. In addition, the isolation that many Black athletes in the revenue-producing sports experience refutes the idea that compensation would increase the distance between athletes receiving pay and other students.\textsuperscript{340} As it relates to Title IX, a credible model for compensating both women and men college athletes has been proposed and is worthy of consideration.\textsuperscript{341}

Opponents to colleges directly paying athletes view allowing third parties to compensate college athletes for their name, image, and likeness (“NIL”) as the panacea for the exploitation of Black FBS football players and Division I men’s basketball players.\textsuperscript{342} Their perspective has no doubt been buoyed by state legislation granting college athletes the right to receive compensation for their NIL\textsuperscript{343} and the NCAA’s decision to permit such compensation.\textsuperscript{344} It is undoubt-
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edly true that athletes in both revenue- and non-revenue-generating sports will derive income from their NILs. Nevertheless, permitting third parties to compensate athletes for their NIL does not address the imbalance in the relationships between student-athletes in revenue sports and their institutions.

Although I do not unequivocally endorse institutions directly compensating athletes for their athletic performance, it should be an option given that “higher education has not been fulfilling its end of the bargain—the promise of providing a bona fide education . . . , guarding a student’s freedom of speech . . . , and encouraging, rather than preventing, students from utilizing their skills and talents to explore outside employment.” Initiatives that could improve educational outcomes for Black athletes include (1) requiring that academic counseling and tutoring be administered independently of athletic departments; (2) prohibiting the athletic department from interfering with or retaliating against an athlete who selects a major or course of study that interferes with athletic activities; (3) restricting the ability of institutions from interfering with athletes’ participation in extracurricular activities; (4) requiring institutions to make mandatory financial literacy and life skills development available to athletes; (5) requiring institutions to report the number of mandatory and voluntary activities that athletes devote to athletics; (6) enacting policies to strictly control clustering; and (7) establishing of a commission to oversee intercollegiate athletics.

Such measures could positively impact educational outcomes for Black FBS football players and Division I men’s basketball players. Absent legislation, however, the history of the NCAA initiating major reforms only in the face of ongoing litigation or the threat of litigation casts doubt on the willingness of college presidents and athletic administrators voluntarily to adopt these and other sensible
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efforts. Therefore, Black college athletes and their supporters will likely need to resort to a multi-pronged approach including litigation and advocacy for federal and state legislation. In addition, Black athletes should engage in social activism that demands change and shines light on the inequities in colleges sports stemming from systemic racism. Athlete activism is more fully discussed in Section V.B.2, infra.355

V. DEHUMANIZATION OF BLACK ATHLETES

A. Dehumanizing Conduct

1. Racial Insults

The 2021 NBA playoffs and the return of fans to sports areas following the easing of COVID–19 restrictions were marked by unruly fan behavior directed toward Black players. These incidents included a fan spitting on a Black player, racist slurs directed toward an opposing Black player’s family while they sat in the stands, and a fan dumping popcorn on a Black player.356 Commenting on these incidents, Black players recognized the inhumanity inherent in these incidents. A former NBA player remarked, “The fans are emboldened and lessen the value of these athletes as human beings when they engage with them in this way.”357 A current NBA player stated that many of these incidents are a consequence of “underlying racism and just treating people like they're in a human zoo.”358

The above examples illustrate the racialized indignities directed toward Black basketball players, but this reprehensible conduct occurs at all levels of sport. Other insults include White fans and broadcasters comparing Black athletes to apes;359 the use of the n-word and other racist slurs, symbols, and videos to taunt Black athletes;360 and racist slurs directed at a Black NHL player.361 White coaches have allegedly
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used the n-word and other racist slurs in communicating with their players and failed to take action to stymie the racial harassment of their Black players.\textsuperscript{362}

This behavior is likely intended to communicate to Black athletes their presumed place within American society and their membership in the subordinate caste.\textsuperscript{363} The message sent is that no matter how successful Black athletes may become, they are not deserving of the full range of respect and dignity to which those of the superior caste are entitled.\textsuperscript{364}

2. The NFL and Race Norming

The prevalence of stereotypic beliefs about Black Americans was on display in a legal dispute regarding former Black NFL players. In 2013, the NFL entered into a $1 billion settlement agreement with retired and then-current players regarding the adverse health effects of head trauma.\textsuperscript{365} A player’s eligibility to receive payment for concussion-related dementia is based on a formula that assesses the player’s degree of cognitive decline.\textsuperscript{366} The benchmarks used to make this determination adjusted for race with the average set at a lower level for Black players than for their White counterparts.\textsuperscript{367} Effectively, this race-based benchmark required a Black player to demonstrate a more significant cognitive decline in order to be eligible for compensation.\textsuperscript{368} For example, assume that White players’ cognitive abilities are set at ten and that Black players’ are set at seven. Also assume that to recover compensation, each player would have to demonstrate a decline of four in their cognitive abilities. A White player would be eligible for compensation if his cognitive abilities decreased to six. In contrast, a Black player would be eligible for compensation only if his cognitive abilities fell to three.

In August 2020, two retired Black players, Kevin Henry and Najeh Davenport, sued the NFL in federal court in Philadelphia alleging the league engaged in racial discrimination by using racial norming to...
deny them compensation. The NFL argued that the lawsuit was unfounded and that racial norming is a scientifically acceptable practice. Critics challenged the acceptability of the practice and its particularly harmful effects when a subset (i.e., NFL African-American players) of the general population on which benchmarks are based have characteristics that differ from those of members of the general population. Experts have stated:

> [U]sing race to estimate one’s cognition is fraught because it does not account for factors like a person’s health, education[,] or economic background. . . . N.F.L. players are also a unique group because almost all have attended at least three years of university. Comparing players to larger pools of [W]hite and Black Americans could be misleading. . . .

Critics also characterized race norming as representative of the legacy of slavery.

In March 2021, a judge dismissed the players’ lawsuit and ordered that the NFL and the lead lawyer representing all players, not just those representing Black players, to mediate. In June 2021, the NFL pledged to halt race norming and to reconsider the claims of players who had been denied benefits because race norming had been used in evaluating their eligibility for compensation. Apart from its potential illegality, the NFL’s racial-norming practice perpetuated and supported race-based caste system notions that Black athletes are less intelligent than their White counterparts. Race norming was also emblematic of how a caste system operates—it assigns generalized characteristics to all members of their caste despite their individual abilities and attributes. The NFL’s race-norming practice also reinforced the caste-system mindset that “Black people’s bodies are inher-
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ently different from White people’s bodies.”

Thus, the racialized mistreatment of Black athletes represents the manifestation of another pillar of America’s race-based caste system—the dehumanization that is required to rationalize maintaining the caste system. According to Wilkerson, the “unspoken race-based caste [system] in the United States . . . relie[s] on stigmatizing those deemed inferior to justify the dehumanization necessary to keep the lowest-ranked people at the bottom and to rationalize the protocols of enforcement.”

Wilkerson states that dehumanization is a process that requires “energy and reinforcement to deny what is self-evident in another member of one’s own species.” She adds:

Dehumanize the group, and you have quarantined them from the masses you choose to elevate and have programmed everyone, even some of the targets of dehumanization, to no longer believe what their eyes can see, to no longer trust their own thoughts. Dehumanization . . . makes slaves to group think of everyone in the hierarchy. A caste system relies on dehumanization to lock the marginalized outside of the norms of humanity so that any action against them is seen as reasonable. Therefore, the dehumanization of Black Americans profoundly impacts the mindsets of all despite where their group falls within a caste hierarchy.

The dehumanization of Black athletes also reflects cultural perceptions of Black men in American society, who are perceived as innately physically gifted, bigger, more formidable, more animal like, and more capable of harm than White men. Given the significance of sports as a cultural institution within the United States and how it permeates our society, these images take on added significance because of the degree to which Americans are exposed to these images of Black athletes, particularly in football and basketball. Thus, the centrality of
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sports in American culture. the overrepresentation of Black athletes in football and basketball, the paucity of Blacks in coaching and other leadership positions, and the media’s portrayal of Black athletes signal to the American society the supposed innate physical superiority yet intellectual inferiority of Black men. Notwithstanding their supposed tendency for violence and aggression, however, the prevailing caste-system paradigm supports beliefs that Blacks, as members of the subordinate caste, are passive and should be subjugated to the domination of Whites, the dominant caste.

3. Coaches’ Conduct

Urban Meyer’s hiring of Chris Doyle, discussed supra, illustrates a prominent pillar in America’s caste system—the lack of empathy that the dominant caste affords the subordinate caste. Meyer’s hiring decision was a statement that he was in charge and capable of exercising his authority notwithstanding the offensiveness of his action to the Black players. Meyer’s decision also reflects the tendency of the members of the dominant caste not to extend empathy to members of the subordinate caste. As explained by Wilkerson, the lack of empathy “takes the form of the inability for dominant caste members to step outside of themselves and attempt to see how others are experiencing life.” Many in the dominant caste are unable to ask a very important question: What would it be like if I were in their position?
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Another example of the disregard of Black athletes by White coaches and college administrators occurred at the University of Texas (“UT”). As a part of the racial reckoning following George Floyd’s death, UT’s Black football players demanded that the “Eyes of Texas” no longer be played at the conclusion of games.396 The players contended the song degraded them and other Black students on campus.397 The song is controversial because it originated in minstrel shows in which White singers sang the song in blackface in the early 1900s.398 The university commissioned a study to contextualize the history of the song, but before a final report was issued, UT decided to continue to play the song but not to require athletes to remain on the field.399 “Alumni and donors appear to have influenced UT’s decision by threatening to withdraw their financial support from the university if it discontinued playing the song.”400 Black players reportedly received threats that they would not receive help in finding post-college jobs if they failed to sing along with the song.401 Shortly after he arrived on campus to assume the position of head football coach, Steve Sarkisian announced, “[W]e’re going to sing [“The Eyes of Texas”], proudly.”402 Sarkisian later appeared to back off of his statement.403

The UT controversy demonstrates the lack of empathy that many in the dominant caste extend to those in the subordinate caste.404 The UT controversy also evinces the failure of university administrators to create a safe place for all students, including Black football players who contribute toward generating the revenue and prestige that comes from a successful football program.405

The racial attacks directed at Black athletes reflects the notion that an appropriate role for Blacks is to entertain Whites (something that
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is not lost on Black athletes)\textsuperscript{406} and accept any indignity foisted upon them while doing so.\textsuperscript{407} Wilkerson states that after Blacks converted their performance role into disproportionate prominence in entertainment (including sports), they were celebrated.\textsuperscript{408} The lingering question for Black entertainers, however, has always been how far beyond the stage or the playing field the celebration extends.\textsuperscript{409} Increasingly, we see for some Whites it appears that recognition of the humanity of Black athletes does not even extend even to the playing field.\textsuperscript{410}

B. Addressing the Dehumanization of Black Athletes

Effectively addressing conduct that encourages dehumanization of Black athletes will be difficult to overcome because it is the most direct outward manifestation of a caste-system mindset in sport. Ultimately, it will require conscious effort, particularly by those of the dominant caste, to develop the empathy required to examine every segment of society, including sports. This empathy will require efforts directed toward understanding the life experiences of members of the subordinate caste and actions that allow those of the dominant caste to move beyond presumed notions of entitlement and superiority.\textsuperscript{411}

1. Institutional Initiatives

In the meantime, however, there are steps that can be taken to not only ameliorate the impact of the caste-system mindset in sport, but to elevate sport to a leadership position in changing narratives associated with America’s caste system. In professional sports, leagues and teams can vigorously enforce policies that demonstrate their unwillingness to tolerate fans’ racially motivated harassment and abuse of players.\textsuperscript{412} Professional teams and leagues can also exercise leadership in challenging the effects of the caste system. This includes implementing programs, such as those of the NBA, discussed \textit{supra}, to increase understanding of the existence and impact of unconscious bias on hiring decisions and race-related aggression occurring within workspaces.\textsuperscript{413}
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Moreover, Black players and their allies should forcefully denounce dehumanizing conduct whether it comes from fans, coaches, teammates, or team and league leadership.

Much that is said above is equally applicable to college sports. Additional measures, however, can be taken at this level. In their respective reports on race in college athletics, the Drake Group and the Knight Foundation Commission recommend several steps that can be taken to not only address harmful conduct directed toward Black athletes but also to enhance their overall experience at predominantly White institutions.414 These include (1) athletic conferences and the NCAA working to adopt a coaches code of ethics that specifically addresses race-based discrimination toward Black players;415 (2) providing coaches with mandatory training on cultural competency that includes addressing unconscious racial bias and its link to mental health;416 (3) colleges and universities establishing processes whereby athletes report racially abusive behavior of coaches and other athletic administrators;417 (4) colleges appointing an ombudsperson to represent the interest of Black athletes;418 (5) encouraging all athletes to participate in cultural competency courses;419 (6) workshops made available to first-year athletes of color that address impostor syndrome, mental health, and strategies to effectively address messaging that they do not belong on college campuses;420 (7) connecting Black athletes to Black student organizations on campus and Black organizations external to campus;421 (8) connecting Black athletes to Black faculty and alumni to serve as mentors;422 (9) increasing the number of campus mental health professionals of color, who would check in with Black athletes several times a year;423 and (10) colleges removing all symbols and other vestiges of their racist pasts.424

2. Athlete Social Activism

In 2020, ten former Black University of Iowa football players filed a lawsuit in federal district court alleging that coaches and University of Iowa administrators created and condoned a “racially hostile educational environment, retaliation, systemic discrimination, conspiracy,
civil rights violations, and breach of contract.” After the lawsuit was filed, Iowa hired a law firm to conduct an investigation. The firm “found the program’s rules perpetuated racial and cultural biases and diminished the value of cultural diversity” and allowed coaches to demean players without consequence.” In May 2021, a federal court dismissed certain claims but allowed the players to proceed on other claims. The lawsuit followed protests by then current and former Black Iowa football players. The Iowa protest was not a singular event. In 2015, 30 Black University of Missouri football players threatened not to play another game unless the University’s president resigned. The players joined other students in protesting what they perceived as the racially hostile environment at the University and the lack of racial diversity among faculty and students.

Activism by college athletes to challenge racism is not without precedent as historically Black athletes were at the forefront of calling attention to racial injustice within America’s colleges and universities. The Missouri protest was particularly noteworthy because it occurred notwithstanding barriers that impede college athlete activism, including: athletes prioritizing their athletic identity over other identities; the limited impact their activism may have as well as structural barriers such as the isolation college athletes experience from the rest of the university community; and the fear that social activism may result in backlash from fans, coaches, teammates, and powerful alumni. Recognizing the risks of protest, one athlete stated: “I
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already feel like campus is an unlivable space. . . . So it’s worth sacrificing something of this grave amount, because I’m already not wanted here. I’m already not treated like I’m a human.”435

Black athletes’ willingness to protest racial inequities impacting them also reflects their growing appreciation of the leverage derived from acting jointly and of their value to football teams—the major revenue generating sports.436 Players’ willingness to engage in social activism also displays an appreciation for using their platforms to influence public opinion.437 This comes in part from athletes’ growing proficiency in using social media to effectively frame their anti-racist initiatives in terms of equity and fairness and mobilize their supporters.438

VI. CONCLUSION

This Article has sought to demonstrate that although caste may not be the sole reason for racial inequities in sport, the caste-systems mindset reverberates throughout many of the policies and practices that negatively impact Blacks in sport. Because of caste’s undeniable centrality in producing such inequities, overcoming them will not be easy. This Article has attempted to offer specific recommendations on addressing the negative manifestations of America’s race-based caste system. As Wilkerson states: “The caste system in America is [400] years old and will not be dismantled by a single law or any one person, no matter how powerful.”439 A first step in achieving greater racial equity in sports must begin with acknowledgement by Whites, who are in positions of power within sport, of the role that caste plays in creating the assumptions that underlie the policies and practices that result in denying full participation and opportunities for Blacks in college and professional sports. Recognition and doing the hard work required to overcome the caste mindset will set the stage for developing
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the knowledge and empathy that will lead to policies and practices that will produce greater racial equity in sport.

Diminishing the impact of caste in sports could reverberate beyond sport. Because of its high visibility in American society, sport can model ways to eradicate the stereotypic assumptions embedded with the caste-system mindset. At the same time, it is important that Black athletes use their platforms to denounce race-based practices in sport and to call for racial equity. Wilkerson reminds us that historically individuals have taken the steps to overcome the effects of the caste mindset. "From the start of the caste system in America, people who were lowest caste but who had managed somehow to rise above their station have been the shock troops on the front lines of the hierarchy. People who appear in places or positions where they are not expected can become foot soldiers in an ongoing quest for respect and legitimacy in a fight they had hoped was long over."440
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